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Project management tools and techniques

16.2.2016 5 min read The opinions expressed by the entrepreneur's participants are their own. Effective control of people is difficult, and no one is born knowing how to do it. Fortunately, you can learn to lead. We recommend the following four steps, which are simple but tested time:Related: 10 golden
effective management rules1. Set the appropriate goals. It is necessary to set targets. It helps employees to prioritise their operations and focus their work. When setting goals with employees, make sure they are SMART goals (specific, measurable, action-oriented, realistically high, time-bound, and
reserve-bound). The goals must also be relevant to the employee. Adequate rewards should be identified for the achievement of objectives and the consequences of failure. This ensures that the goal and what is needed to achieve it reaches the top of the Employees' To-Do List. At the end of his life, H.L.
Hunt, a self-made oil billionaire, was asked to name the demands for success. He replied: There are only two real demands for success in life. The first requirement is to decide exactly what you want [setting goals]. Most people never get to that point. The second requirement is to determine the price to
be paid to get it, and then decide to pay that price. 2. Develop a plan to achieve the objectives. After you install the goals with the employee, put together a plan to achieve them. To achieve an individual goal, the employee must commit to the action set. The goal without an action plan is just a dream. That
is not true, and it is unlikely to happen. Most people don't understand how larger projects, goals, or tasks can be broken down into operational steps. As a manager, you can use your experience and knowledge to guide an employee. Keep the number of actions overwhelming by limiting them to what an
employee can reasonably achieve within two weeks. Specify the dates and even the reasonable time limit for the employee to complete each action step. This creates the urgency necessary for the work to be completed in time. Finally, arranging a meeting that takes place on the same day and time each
week will give you a mechanism to check progress and create a natural deadline for your staff. A meeting can be up to 15 minutes or even an hour, but it should consist of three segments. First segment: Let the employee report their progress to you. Another segment: Give feedback to the employee and
help them overcome the obstacles on the road. Third segment: Set up new functionality, including completion dates and times. Related: 9 things managers do that make good employees quit3. Empower the employee. You can maximize the likelihood that your employees will reach empowering them.



That means three things. First of all, you need to properly train your employees to do the tasks needed to achieve their goals. This includes giving the employee sufficient time to practice new skills in order to: become skilled. Secondly, motivate your people. The rewards of success and the consequences
of failure must be specified. Keep in place, however, that an environment based solely on either rewards or consequences creates a non-functioning culture: You have employees who either get used to the existence of a country club or live in fear of mistakes. Neither contributes to long-term productivity.
Finally, remove the roadblocks that are under the control of the company. Make sure people have the tools, equipment and information they need to do their job. The removal of roadblocks also involves the development of effective policies and procedures.4. Evaluate performance and make changes.
After completing the three steps mentioned above, you need to evaluate the performance and make the necessary changes. It is not an annual performance assessment. A formal review can only take place once a year, but effective management requires a performance assessment much more
frequently. If an employee is new to an organization or learns a new assignment, the performance may need to be evaluated daily or perhaps even more frequently. Go away from the desktop and computer screen and walk in the area where your employees work. Stop and talk and ask questions. Be
available and interested. Employees who have demonstrated competence can only demand a weekly meeting to stay on track. However, in either case, you should take an active role in monitoring and commenting on performance for the benefit of both the organization and the employee. Managing
people is difficult. It's not an exact science, and there's no magic wand to make sure you always get it right. In fact, you don't always do it right. Even excellent leaders make mistakes. The good news is that people's good sense of control has been learned. The work allows you to improve your
performance in this area. You've got to make an effort. But if your company is going to succeed, skills as a leader are paramount. Related: 4 ways companies need employee learning programs to grow As with many things, there are several ways to approach the project management process. These five
techniques are tried and true and cover a wide range of projects. There is no one that suits everyone, so each method brings something unique to your project. Here are the top 5 project management that you can use:What are project management techniques? Project management techniques take raw
project management skills and apply them to the system to make graduation easier, accessible and more realistic. Think of them as your roadmap or game plan. You have a goal, and project management techniques are the way you get there. Just like any map or strategy, there's always more than one
way to do things. As a result, there are several project planning tools that can be used differently To specify which method is correct for your project, you must first specify the goal and variables for the project. This may include the end industry, budget, project timeline, number of teams, project lifecycle,
etc. Once this is decided, you can evaluate different methods to see how well your current variables fit the method. The best project management techniques to experiment The use of five methods is versatile and can be applied to different conditions, some of which are more suitable in some cases than
others. However, regardless of the specifications, these five project management techniques are used time and time again for a reason.1. Program evaluation and verification technology (PERT) PERT technology is widely favoured because of its visualization component. Charts are used to represent the
project timeline graphically and to provide at a glance of comprehensibility. You can use the PERT method to create a detailed plan, and then visually track milestones and progress in a chart form. The PERT method is best suited for long-term projects where seeing a physical timeline is useful, or for
larger projects with unique challenges. Use these charts to make it easier to estimate time, resources, and plans as your project progresses. Example of a PERT chart. Source: Look for software quality How to use PERT chartPERT because they are detailed and accurate, you have some rules that you
should follow to ensure accuracy. Pay attention to visualizations: Arrows indicate the course of events, while dotted lines represent actions that occur outside the main timeline on a separate path. Numbers and scheduling are posted within each segment. Scheduling: Create deadlines and scheduling with
a specific dictionary: Optimistic time is the shortest possible time for a project, while pessimistic time is the longest possible time. The most likely time will evaluate the best possible completion, while the expected time will take into account any issues that may delay completion.2. Waterfall Waterfall
technology is an offshot of classic, straightforward design based on project management, but takes it to a new level. The project is divided in stages, so that each step depends on the completion of the previous step. It is linear, which means that it is intended for 1, 2, then 3... and it doesn't give much
room for unexpected changes. Examples of waterfall project management technology. Source: LucidchartTut project management methods are ideal for straightforward work breakdown structures or projects that anticipate a few obstacles. You plan and follow the entire life cycle of a project step by step.
The waterfall is similar in linear nature to Agile, but differs from the fact that it is a perfect plan and not a shorter time interval. Waterfall technology keeps project design simple and allows easy display of progress, although it is not the best choice for more complex projects or with many external variables.
Using a waterfall to implement the waterfall project management technology, you should put yourself in this then mindset. It is a relatively straightforward practice, but it can best be applied some simple steps. The right design: Before you use the steps in a project with a Waterfall, plan your project goals
and requirements thoroughly. Once the roles are defined and milestones are planned, the phase item is much easier. Closure: Thanks to its software roots, the design of waterfalls requires the complete completion of one phase before moving on to the next step. Once the step is complete, you won't be
able to visit it again, so make sure you're aware of the scope of the project and that the changes have been completed before proceeding.3. KanbanDeveloped toyota engineer improves manufacturing process, Kanban project management technology based on teamwork and basic project management
principles. It is a visual workflow, like PERT, but it is defined as a series of task cards, unlike the graphical nature of PERT. Kanban is an ideal project management technology for holistic management because it encourages continuous delivery and reduces stress among individual members. It
emphasizes effective collaboration as a team and is designed as a visual project board that is perfect for plans that require many steps with many teammates. Using KanbanYou You can use Kanban to manage projects efficiently with individual action items. Create a task list: The first requirement to track
steps is to assign all tasks. Type each task on a separate card so that tasks for the entire project are posted. Share the process: Kanban's flow is simple: The task, task and finished are the only three categories you need. Specify each task under the correct column and prioritize the steps to be completed
so that they run sequentially.4. The Critical Path Critical Path method has been a cornerstone project management plan since the 1940s. It requires first mapping the most important tasks and then using them to estimate the total amount of time spent running the project. Because each task affects the
finish date, this project management method requires enumeming, duration, and enumeming of all the external factors that affect each milestone. This concept allows you to easily define a critical path. First, you set up the longest interdependent activities and use it to determine the length of project
completion time. The use of the Critical PathCritical Path is a fairly straightforward project management technique, but it should still be implemented with precise standards. Define scope: Before you begin implementing a critical path, you must specify all tasks that must be completed to complete the
project. Then, in the list, identify which ones depend on others graduating first. Accept multiple paths: A project can have multiple critical paths. Some may not depend on others on a critical path, but are not part of the master plan, but they are still relevant for monitoring and replenishment.5. ExtremeT
Project Management Project Management Sounds powerful as it is. Despite its hardcore name, it emphasizes the flexibility, openness and collaboration of design. Extreme brings focus back to the human element and opportunities to change over rigid methods or phases, making it ideal for larger and
more complex projects, especially when there are many outside factors and uncertainties. How to use ExtremeBe before diving into Extreme project management, you should support a few things first. Scheduling cycles: Because the focus is fast-paced and open to change, you should plan your work in
short periods. Tracking: At the end of each episode, it's a good idea to plan your time for sign-in, status evaluation, and adjusting if necessary. Should I use project management software for these technologies? Often the project is simply too complex to follow alone. In it, project management software can
be a blessing depending on the needs of your work. You may need project management software for these technologies if:Your project has many tasks and colleagues: Visualization software can be useful if you use project management technology, such as kanban, and you need to see multiple steps
and participants in your project. Software like Asana is an excellent option not only for viewing individual actions, but also for prioritizing the team and project manager, says Nicholas Morpus, project management expert at The Blueprint.You anticipate outside influences: The best-based plans are easiest
to complete when you control everything. So if factors that are out of your control can affect your project, this can help you follow the whirlwind. Manage multiple projects: One project can have a lot to like, but if you run multiple projects, the software can help you stay on top of time for each project. You
can give up the software for these project management techniques if:Your project is simple: If you have a project that fits easily into a short, straightforward waterfall-type method, the software might be too big. Your team is small: If you don't have multiple people to follow, you may not need software to
track people or projects. Choosing the right project management tool Throughout your career, you're sure to have several different projects to manage. Mastering a few of these techniques means you can adjust and overcome any challenge. Challenge.
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